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h i g h l i g h t s
< The electrochemical performance of ion beam-mixed Ge film electrodes was studied.
< Ion beam mixing was effected without altering electrode morphology.
< Ion beam mixing enhanced the adhesion of the electrode to the current collector.
< Ion beam-mixed electrodes exhibited stable specific capacities of w1500 mAh g�1.
< Electron microscopy was used to study the morphological evolution of electrodes.
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Ion beam modification to effect ion beam mixing without changing morphology was investigated as
a means to improve the electrochemical performance of Ge thin film electrodes for rechargeable Li
batteries. As a result of a minimum tenfold increase in the strength of adhesion of the Ge film to the
current collector (substrate), the ion beam-mixed electrodes exhibited stable specific capacities of
w1500 mAh g�1 (close to the theoretical maximum of 1623 mAh g�1) for galvanostatic cycling rates of
0.2Ce1.6C using both single- and multi-rate testing schemes. Electron microscopy investigations showed
that the ion beam-mixed electrodes transform from a flat, continuous, nonporous microstructure in the
virgin state to a rough, cracked, porous microstructure as a result of electrochemical cycling, but remain
in excellent electrical contact with the current collector. The results suggest that ion beam mixing could
be used to produce inexpensive, high capacity conversion electrodes for rechargeable Li batteries.

� 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

There is great interest in the use of conversion (or synthesizing)
electrodes like Si, Ge, and Sn for Li ion battery anodes, which have
very large specific capacities 3e11 times that of the traditional
graphite intercalation anode [1e3]. However, conversion electrodes
experience very large volumetric changes on the order of 300e
400% as a result of lithiation (charging) and delithiation (dis-
charging). In film electrodes, this can result in material losing
electrical contact due to intra-material fracture and/or delamina-
tion at the electrode/current collector interface with a concomitant
decrease in electrode capacity with prolonged electrochemical
: þ1 352 392 7219.
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cycling [4]. Typically, addressing the challenge of accommodating
the large volumetric changes that occur during cycling of conver-
sion electrodes without material decrepitation has centered on
altering the morphology of the electrode [5]. Specifically, it has
been shown that conversion electrodes with nanoscale features are
able to facilitate stress relaxation during electrochemical cycling
without intra-material fracture [6e11]. However, this approach has
limitations in terms of practical applicability due to cost, difficulty
of fabrication, and total electrode capacity. Furthermore, the
approach of altering electrode morphology does not directly
address the other major decrepitation mechanism associated with
the integrity of the interface between the electrode and current
collector.

In principle, the ability of a film electrode to maintain electrical
contact with the current collector during electrochemical cycling is
directly related to the adhesion strength (also known as work of
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Fig. 1. HR-XTEM images showing the effect of ion beam modification on the
morphology of deposited Ge electrodes: a) As-deposited and b) ion beam-modified
using Geþ-implantation at T ¼ 77 K with energy of 260 keV and dose of
1.0 � 1016 cm�2. Also shown is the implanted Geþ distribution calculated using the
Monte Carlo SRIM-code [37]. c) Load versus depth curves for virgin as-deposited and
ion beam-mixed Ge electrodes subjected to nanoindentation testing. The as-deposited
electrode exhibits a distinct excursion in the load curve at an indentation depth of
w150 nm while the ion beam-mixed electrode exhibits no such excursion, indicating
the ion beam-mixed electrode has enhanced strength of adhesion.
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adhesion) between the film and substrate [12e14]. Therefore, all
other factors being equal, an electrode with greater adhesion
strength should be more resistant to cycling-induced decrepitation
and should therefore exhibit superior performance. One well-
known method to enhance the adhesion strength of a film to
a substrate is by ion beam modification [15e17]. Specifically, it has
been shown that ion beam mixing, or atomic-level intermixing
between the film and substrate by energetic ion bombardment, can
enhance adhesion strength by up to two orders of magnitude
[15,18,19]. Recently, it was shown that ion beam modification of Ge
film electrodes resulted in a dramatic improvement in electro-
chemical performance compared to as-prepared electrodes and it
was speculated that ion beam mixing might have been a contrib-
uting factor [20]. However, it was not possible to isolate the exact
role of ion beam mixing on electrochemical performance since the
room-temperature ion beam modification step also effected
a dramatic change in themorphology of the electrode, which is well
known for ion-implanted Ge [21e28]. In this work, it is shown for
the first time that ion beam mixing of a conversion electrode/
current collector interface results in a significant improvement in
the electrochemical performance of the electrode. This improve-
ment is the result of increased adhesion of the Ge film to the
current collector and not any change in film morphology.

2. Experimental

Ge electrodes were produced by depositing a 140 nm-thick Ge
film onto a w10 � 10 cm2 area of McMaster-Carr 0.005 cm-thick
80 at.% Ni e 20 at.% foil substrate using room-temperature electron
beam evaporation at a rate of 0.5 nm s�1 using an n-type Ge target
with dopant concentration of 1.0 � 1017 cm�3. A portion of this “as-
deposited” electrode material was then subjected to ion beam
modification at a temperature of 77 K using Geþ implantation at an
energy of 260 keV and dose of 1.0 � 1016 cm�2 to produce “ion
beam-modified” electrodes and to effect ion beam mixing of the
Ge/substrate interface without altering the morphology of the Ge
film [28]. The adhesion strength of the films was studied by per-
forming nanoindentation using a Hysitron Triboindenter equipped
with a cube corner tip and by performing scotch tape [29] testing.

Cells for electrochemical testing were prepared in sealed
pouches in an Ar atmosphere (H2O concentration < 0.9 ppm) using
50 mm-thick polypropylene separators and 1.0 M LiPF6 in 1:1 (by
volume) ethylene carbonate:dimethyl carbonate (DMC) liquid
electrolyte [30] with the Ge film on the NieFe foil as one electrode
and Li metal foil as the other electrode (half-cell configuration). The
electrochemical properties of the electrodes were evaluated with
galvanostatic (constant current) cycling and cyclic voltammetry
(voltage sweep rate of 1 mV s�1) using an Arbin BT2000 battery
tester. The voltage range for both types of cycling was 0.01e1.50 V
as used in other Ge studies [7,31e35]. In the case of galvanostatic
cycling, the charge/discharge currents needed to generate the
specified cycling rates for each sample were calculated by esti-
mating the Ge mass of each sample using the reported density [36]
of evaporated Ge (4.82 g cm�3), the surface area of the electrode,
and the 140 nm thickness of the as-deposited films; the typical
surface area for an electrode used in this work was w5 � 5 mm2

with typical charge and discharge currents ranging from 5 to 30 mA
(depending on the cycling rate). The estimated experimental error
in all mass calculations was �5%, which results in a corresponding
experimental error of the same magnitude for all reported specific
capacities. Additionally, loss of Gemass due to sputtering as a result
of ion beam modification is expected to be negligible (<1%) as per
simulations [37]; the additional Ge mass resulting from ion beam
modification is also negligible (<0.001%). The morphological and
structural evolution of the electrodes was evaluated ex-situ with
high-resolution cross-sectional transmission electron microscopy
(HR-XTEM) using a JEOL 2010F transmission electron microscope
and top-down scanning electron microscopy (SEM) using an FEI
DB235 dual beam scanning electron microscope/focused ion beam
(FIB) system; FIB milling was used to prepare HR-XTEM samples.
Prior to FIB processing, samples were coated with a protective C
layer while protective Pt layers were deposited in-situ during FIB
processing to prevent surface damage. Prior to analyzing cycled
electrodes, the cells were reintroduced into the Ar environment
used for fabrication and the electrodes given a 1 min wash with
DMC to remove remnant electrolyte [38]. Care was taken to mini-
mize exposure of cycled electrodes to air prior to HR-XTEM or SEM
analysis.

3. Results and discussion

Fig. 1(a) and (b) present HR-XTEM images comparing the
morphology of virgin as-deposited and ion beam-mixed Ge elec-
trodes, respectively. The Ge electrodes are w140 nm-thick with no
detectable difference in film morphology evident between as-
deposited and ion beam-modified electrodes, consistent with
prior reports of ion beam modification of Ge under similar condi-
tions used in this work [28]. The virgin as-deposited and ion beam-
mixed electrodes were also amorphous, as confirmed using
selected area electron diffraction (not presented). The distribution
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of implanted Geþ was calculated using the SRIM-Monte Carlo code
[37] and is superimposed on Fig. 1(b). This code also predicts
w5 nm of intermixing at the electrode/current collector interface
as a result of ion beam modification (Supplementary data). Nano-
indentation was used to investigate the effect of ion beam modi-
fication on electrode adhesion strength as shown in the load versus
depth curves presented in Fig. 1(c). In the case of the as-deposited
electrode, there is a distinct discontinuity in the loading curve at an
indentation depth of w150 nm (close to the measured film thick-
ness), which is consistent with delamination of the film from the
substrate [39]. Comparatively, the ion beam-mixed electrode did
not exhibit any such excursions, indicating no delamination during
nanoindentation and confirming the adhesion strength of the ion
beam-mixed electrode to be significantly higher than that of the as-
deposited counterpart. The enhanced adhesion strength of the ion
beam-mixed electrodes was also confirmed using scotch tape
testing [29], which resulted in complete delamination of the as-
deposited film while the ion beam-mixed film did not delami-
nate. Based on the results from nanoindentation and scotch tape
testing in conjunction with prior work using these methods to
quantify film adhesion [29,39], reasonable limits on the adhesion
strength of as-deposited and ion beam-mixed electrodes are esti-
mated at <1 and >10 J m�2, respectively, indicating a minimum
tenfold increase in adhesion strength due to ion beammodification.

Fig. 2(a) shows the voltage curves for cycles 1, 2, and 25 of an ion
beam-mixed Ge electrode subjected to galvanostatic cycling at
a 0.4C rate (2.5 h per charge or discharge). The specific charge
(discharge) capacity for cycle 1 was 1730 (1527) mAh g�1 indicating
a Coulombic efficiency of w88.3% and suggesting the formation of
a solid-electrolyte interphase layer [40]. For the subsequent second
cycle, the specific charge (discharge) capacity was 1547
(1515) mAh g�1 with a coulombic efficiency of w97.9%. The voltage
curve for cycle 25 was nearly identical to that of cycle 2, with
a specific charge (discharge) capacity of 1540 (1486) mAh g�1 and
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Fig. 2. Electrochemical cycling data for Ge electrodes: a) Voltage curves for cycles 1, 2, an
voltammograms (sweep rate of 1 mV s�1) for cycles 1 and 64 of an ion beam-mixed electro
cycled at a 0.4C rate for 25 cycles, and d) cycle life plot for as-deposited and ion beam-mixed
cycles each (25 cycles total).
a coulombic efficiency of w96.5% suggesting virtually no capacity
fade over 25 cycles. All three voltage curves share similar features,
most notably the distinct plateau at w0.50 V during delithiation,
which are consistent with reported voltage curves for the electro-
chemical cyclingGewith Li [7,31e35]. Additionally, ion beam-mixed
electrodes cycled at 0.2C, 0.8C, and 1.6C rates for 25 cycles exhibited
basically identical voltage curves for cycles 1, 2, and 25 compared to
the case of cycling at a 0.4C rate (Supplementary data). Fig. 2(b)
presents cyclic voltammograms for cycles 1 and 64 of an ion beam-
mixed Ge film collected with a voltage sweep rate of 1 mV s�1.
During cycle 1, there were distinct cathodic peaks at voltages
of w0.41, 0.27, and w0.028 V with a single distinct anodic peak
at w0.69 V. After 64 cycles, a single distinct cathodic peak was
evident at a voltage ofw0.082while two distinct anodic peakswere
observed at voltages of w0.44 and w0.55 V. The shifting in the
voltages at which peaks were observed is consistent with prior
reports of cyclic voltammetry of conversion electrodematerials and
has been attributed to cycling-induced changes in electrode
morphology [6]. Similarly to the voltage curves, the reported cyclic
voltammetry data is consistent with previous reports of electro-
chemical cycling of Ge with Li [31].

Fig. 2(c) presents cycle life behavior for as-deposited and ion
beam-mixed Ge electrodes cycled at a 0.4C rate. The specific
capacity of the as-deposited electrode faded very rapidly with
cycling with specific charge and discharge capacities of
w75 mAh g�1 after 25 cycles, which indicates the loss of electrical
contact of active material as a result of cycling. In contrast, the ion
beam-mixed electrode exhibited virtually no capacity fade over 25
cycles with stable specific charge and discharge capacities of
w1500mAh g�1 and coulombic efficiencies greater than 96.5%. This
indicates no loss of electrical contact of active material with cycling
and shows a remarkable w2000% improvement in performance
compared to the as-deposited electrode. Additionally, ion beam-
mixed electrodes were also cycled at 0.2C, 0.8C, and 1.6C rates for
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electrodes galvanostatically cycled sequentially at 0.2C, 0.4C, 0.8C, 1.6C, and 0.2C for 5
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25 cycles and exhibited virtually no capacity fade over 25 cycles
with stable specific charge and discharge capacities of
w1500 mAh g�1, very similar to the case of cycling at a 0.4C rate
shown in Fig. 2(c) (Supplementary data). Additionally, as-deposited
and ion beam-mixed electrodes were also subjected to galvano-
static cycling at a 1.6C rate for 200 cycles (Supplementary data). The
specific charge and discharge capacities of the as-deposited elec-
trode faded rapidly tow60mAh g�1 after 200 cycles. In comparison,
the ion beam-mixed electrode exhibited capacity fading, but the
specific charge and discharge capacities were still w650 mAh g�1,
which is an improvement of w900% compared to the as-deposited
electrode.

Fig. 2(d) shows the cycle life performance of as-deposited and
ion beam-mixed electrodes subjected to galvanostatic cycling
sequentially at 0.2C, 0.4C, 0.8C, 1.6C, and 0.2C for 5 cycles each (25
cycles total). The as-deposited electrode showed dramatic capacity
fading with specific charge and discharge capacities of
w120 mAh g�1 observed at a 1.6C rate; upon returning the cycling
rate to 0.2C, specific charge and discharge capacities of only
w150 mAh g�1 were retained, which again indicates the loss of
electrical contact of active material. The ion beam-mixed electrode
subjected to the same cycling scheme showed virtually no capacity
fade even at a cycling rate of 1.6C with stable specific charge and
discharge capacities >1500 mAh g�1. Upon returning the cycling
rate to 0.2C, the specific charge and discharge capacities remained
stable and >1500 mAh g�1, which indicates no loss of electrical
contact of active material as a result of cycling. The lack of capacity
fading with increasing cycling rate using multi-rate and single-rate
cycling schemes is particularly noteworthy, since other types of Ge
electrodes subjected to similar cycling schemes exhibited
pronounced decreases in specific capacity with increasing cycling
rate [7,33,41]. Moreover, the electrochemical performance of the
ion beam-mixed Ge electrodes is among the best reported for any
type of Ge electrode. In particular, the performance is superior to
many nanoscale forms of Ge electrodes including nanoparticle
composites [8,34], nanowires [7,10], and nanotubes [41,42].

SEM and HR-XTEM were used to investigate the microstructure
of ion beam-mixed Ge electrodes subjected to galvanostatic cycling
at a 0.4C rate as shown in Fig. 3. Fig. 3(a) and (e) are images of an as-
irradiated electrode, showing that it initially exhibits a basically
featureless surface and uniform thickness. After 1 cycle, the surface
Fig. 3. The morphological evolution of ion beam-mixed Ge electrodes galvanostatically cycle
cycles. HR-XTEM images of electrodes after (e) 0, (f) 1, (g) 12, and (h) 25 cycles; the protec
exhibits through-film cracking, as shown in Fig. 3(b), but the
electrode remains relatively flat, with w200 nm peak-to-valley
roughening in the vicinity of cracks, as shown in Fig. 3(f). With
further cycling to 12 cycles, the crack density increases, as shown in
the Fig. 3(c), and the morphology of the electrode transforms into
three-dimensional islands with w300 nm peak-to-valley rough-
ening, as shown in Fig. 3(g). After 25 cycles there is no further
change in crack density but the peak-to-valley roughening
increases to w750 nm and the three-dimensional islands extend
further above and below the original surface plane, as shown in
Fig. 3(h). High-magnification HR-XTEM was also performed on the
ion beam-mixed Ge electrodes to study the nanoscale morpho-
logical evolution during cycling, as shown in Fig. 4. The virgin
electrodewas found to be bulk-likewith little evidence for porosity,
as shown in Fig. 4(a). However, an electrode subjected to galva-
nostatic cycling at a 0.4C rate for 25 cycles, was found to be highly
porous, with pores w5 nm in diameter evident throughout the
material, as shown in Fig. 4(b).

The through-film crack evolution observed for the ion beam-
mixed Ge electrodes is very similar to crack evolution reported in
other types of thin film conversion electrodes [12,13]. However, the
dramatic structural evolution from a continuous flat film to a three-
dimensional porousmicrostructure has not been observed for other
thin film conversion electrodes. It is interesting to note, however,
that NW forms of conversion electrodes have been shown to
develop porosity upon electrochemical cycling [43]; a change
attributed to long-range rearrangement and transport of atoms in
thematerial during the insertion and removal of Li (characteristic of
conversion electrodes). It has also been shown that the porosity of
the NWs increases with the number of electrochemical cycles [43],
which is very similar to the morphological evolution observed for
the ion beam-mixed Ge electrodes presented in Figs. 3 and 4. In the
case of NW electrodes, the small diameters [4] allow the NWs to
survive a large number of electrochemical cycles without decrepi-
tation [6,7,44], which explains the observation of increasing
porosity with prolonged electrochemical cycling (i.e. premature
failure of the electrodes precludes the observation of such struc-
tural evolution). Similar arguments can be used to explain the
structural evolution of ion beam-mixed Ge electrodes.

As a result of this morphological evolution, the ion beam-mixed
electrodes acquire a very high surface area to volume ratio, which
d at a 0.4C rate. Top-down SEM images of electrodes after (a) 0, (b) 1, (c) 12, and (d) 25
tive C/Pt layers, Ge film, and NieFe foil substrate are indicated.



Fig. 4. High-magnification HR-XTEM images showing the generation of a porous
microstructure in ion beam-mixed Ge electrodes due to electrochemical cycling: a)
virgin electrode and b) an electrode galvanostatically cycled at 0.4C rate for 25 cycles.
Both images were taken with defocus Df w �1000 nm to highlight the presence of any
pores.
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should facilitate faster Li insertion and extraction during cycling [5].
This explains why there is virtually no fade in the specific capacity
of the ion beam-mixed electrodes over 25 cycles for a range of
cycling rates as shown in Figs. 3 and 4, which has not been reported
for other types of Ge film electrodes. Finally, it should be noted that
while only the case of Ge film electrodes with a single thickness
was investigated here, the ion beammixing approach to improving
electrode adhesion strength can, in principle, be applied to other
types of conversion electrodes of any arbitrary thickness via
adjustment of the ion beam modification conditions. The implica-
tions of this are significant as this approach could potentially allow
for the production of inexpensive, relatively thick Si film electrodes
that can be cycled for a large number of cycles without decrepita-
tion. Additionally, this work only investigated one specific ion beam
modification condition and the adhesion strength of the electrode
should scale with the ion dose assuming the same ion energy
[15,18,19]. Therefore, if the electrochemical performance of the
electrode scales with the adhesion strength, there should be
a distinct relationship between ion dose (at a given ion energy) and
electrochemical performance. Experiments are in progress to
investigate this.

4. Summary and conclusions

In conclusion, it was shown for the first time that ion beam
mixing enhances the strength of adhesion of Ge film electrodes to
the current collector and results is in a dramatic improvement in
electrochemical performance. Specifically, the ion beam-mixed film
electrodes exhibit stable specific capacities close to the theoretical
value of Ge for a range of cycling rates and are superior to many
nanoscale forms of Ge electrodes. Moreover, this approach of using
ion beam modification as a means to improve Ge film electrode
performance is very simple, can be readily applied to other types of
conversion electrodes, and offers the potential of fabricating high
capacity Li ion battery electrodes inexpensively.
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